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PREMIUM GAMETime for a new turn on the critically acclaimed SpellForce series. The epic fantasy saga is finally available on mobile devices that offer a whole new angle of franchise. Leaving the story it's PC ancestors intact and coming really 100%-story free, Premium Game will offer turn-based strategies and tactics instead of realtime. CRAFT YOUR
FANTASY EMPIRE Creating your own kingdom turn is the main goal in a 13-mission long adventure mode or free game where you stand in front of your AI-opponents on randomly generated maps. Choose between dark elves, orcs or people as playable races and allies or fight six neutral factions. Send your soldiers to conquer cities, demand mines or farms
and search for coffers. EXPLORE NEW LANDSCAPES Your race hero will lead his army on their quest for fame, treasures and valuable resources to exploit. Because your ever-expanding empire needs them to thrive. When you find new cities, you can get new unique units to command in every battle that lies ahead. BATTLE YOUR ENEMIES While your
heroes explore the realms, you will meet your opponents on the battlefield and wipe out their simultaneous turn-based fighting. Played out on hexagons, you'll send Archers, Catapults, Knights or Dark Elf Necromancers against beasts &amp; enemies like Spiders, Shadow Nightmares or Barbarian Berserkers. While you are planning your actions, so do your
enemy. When you both make your plans, you'll see who's a better general. Evolve Your Warriors SpellForce: Heroes &amp; Magic is also a role playing game. Your hero and your soldiers both gain experience and both can find magical objects such as swords, armor or other equipment. When you level up, you can learn new skills and of course seasoned
warriors are more valuable on battlefields than fresh recruits. SpellForce: Heroes &amp; Magic builds on the strategy of HandyGames premium games: Buy once and play as long as you want with every content that the game has. No mictransactions. No lootboxes. No ads. Not any kind of Free2Play mechanics. Just a great game. FEATURES • Craft your
own fantasy empire: Expand, explore, utilize and wipe out. And no, we don't think it's a 4X game - right? • Lead Your Heroes: Bear battle on your oppenents and defeat them. • World of Magic: Heroes and units can cast Lightning punches or fear spells, can stun enemies or heal companions. • Simultaneously turn-based combat: Plan your armies' actions
while your enemy does and execute them at the same time. • Items, level up, skill trees: Individualize your army with full rpg mechanics. • 3 playable races: Orcs, Humans, Dark Elves &amp; their iconic heroes are waiting for your commands. • 6 neutral races to make with allies or fight against: Gargoyles, Shadows, elves, dwarves, barbarians and trolls are
either loyal companions or fearsome enemies on the battlefield. • More 30 different units to visit muster and lead into battle. The trend of turning computer games into mobile devices has become one of the most powerful of the current era. We can catch mobile versions of all the famous games that I want to play. SpellForce: Heroes &amp; Magic is one of
the successes of this year when it brokered the famous strategy game on the PC into a mobile operating system. Before everything was corrected, the game should smooth coordination between role-playing and tactics. So SpellForce: Heroes &amp; Magic will still follow this path. But there will still be new changes for players to have time to learn. Time for a
new turn on the critically acclaimed SpellForce-Series SpellForce: Heroes &amp; Magic in this version will have nothing to do with the old plot. Everything about content is brand new, so the player has plenty of room to experience. People who have played through the PC version are not bored, but those who have not played at any time are not so bad. The
mythical world is still the same, but only the characters are new and challenging and much more pleasant. The most important change in the game is probably your fighting process. In the PC version, you will be able to fight according to the tactics you have given before. But with SpellForce: Heroes &amp; Magic, gameplay will be adjusted in turn-based
mode. In fact, it doesn't restrict players too much in any framework. The player still struggles and still shows his dominance, but doing so will be easier for players on mobile devices and also highlighting the game's tactical elements. Expand, explore, take advantage and wipe out, as well as role-playing game, SpellForce: Heroes &amp; Magic requires you to
choose the legendary race to fight and serve a noble purpose of this kind. Dark Elf, Orc or Human are the three selected forces and also the strongest representatives on Earth at this time. Players must carefully consider, because each race will have different fighting styles, which leads to different types of teams. In parallel with the ways of team
arrangement, the support spells are also significant, each species will have its own characteristic spells. In general, these factors can turn the battle situation around. With the main timeline, players will follow the story designed as a real episodic novel. Players will have to go through 13 main tasks, and in which there will be many small turns for you to
conquer and develop yourself. A map of each battle will be randomly generated to create the necessary surprises for the player. But its structure will still follow what is already in the famous Heroes of Might and Magic III. Your soldiers will move on hexagonal cells to get to your opponent and attack them. Improving this structure of the map will make the game
variables much more complex and unpredictable. Intelligent movements, opponents can not guess your intentions; will inevitably be attacked, but can not be helped. Players will have to try their best to control their army to fight in all places where you can step in. Opponents who come to beat them have to evict them, but you will also become a striker You
don't want to be crushed by big powers. Neutral targets must also take over (even if they don't hurt you at all) to capture the number of resources they have. Now you are ready to download SpellForce: Heroes &amp; Magic for free. Here are some notes: Read our installation guide. To check your CPU and GPU of android devices, please use the CPU-Z app
Forge your empire out of scratches, build up your army to conquer and present other, now tactical aspects with massive battles. Lead your people to victory by participating in the exciting spellforce heroes &amp; magic game. Learn more about this awesome game with our reviews. StoryIn the world of SpellForce Heroes &amp; Magic, there are various races
that live together in these prosperous lands. However, lives are not always easy, because each race has its own differences against others. Conflicts are therefore always inevitable. You can choose your own race, be a hero and lead your people to victory by conquering all other races. Men, elves and orcs who would win battles and seize control of the
earth. It's up to you to make a decision. Technology or magic, what you would choose as the main focus in your campaign, learn more with amazing features in SpellForce Heroes &amp; Magic.The game is where you can create your fantasy kingdom by collecting resources, conquer new countries, defeat enemies in decisive victories. You can also be
heroes and lead your army into exciting battles. For those who love creating their own kingdom and interacting with all the interesting features in the tactics of the game, SpellForce Heroes &amp; Magic is definitely a great game to enjoy on your smartphones. Here you can expand your kingdom by fighting with others, conquering their lands and making them
into their own. Explore dozens of different locations on the maps for valuable prizes. Attack enemies at their weakest and disparate their main forces in devastating battles. You will remember as the first king to unite the empire. With 13 consecutive missions to complete, players find themselves enjoying every bit and piece of the game. In addition, AI factions
also turn out to be worthy opponents with lots of clever and cunning moves. Here at SpellForce Heroes &amp; Magic, you will not only be able to command your army into battles, but also lead them into battles like their commanders. Choose your heroes and experience what it's like to be a real warrior. Unleash your powerful skills and abilities enemies to
make their attacks. Buying time for your army to organize. Be the best general that you can be. As you explore the plots, you can randomly encounter enemies that would challenge you to exciting turn-based battles. Make sure you are well prepared before confronting them as losing would take a toll on your army. And to make fights and battles even more
epic, heroes and armies in SpellForce Heroes &amp; Magic can unleash powerful attacks on their opponents using the power of magic. Powerful elementary attacks wipe out groups of enemies in seconds, slow them down with spells and traps, or heal your army to the fullest with amazing healing spells. Everything is accessible. Not like most other turn-
based battles where your opponents would just wait until you finish again so that they can perform theirs. In SpellForce Heroes &amp; Magic, simultaneous turns would happen even if you don't want to end up next. And while you decide what to do with your armies, enemies could take advantage and attack you first. Therefore, it is important to make quick
and accurate decisions so that you can outsmat your enemies. There will be tons of different units to customize your formation. You can either go the aggressive way by attacking your enemies head-on with powerful melee units like the Knights, Calvary, and so on. Or you could choose a more conservative approach with archers and Katapulty.Je it all up to
you to decide and will depend a lot on the enemies' compositions. As you have gone through many battles and gain a certain amount of experience, you can level more of your heroes and gain new powers. This would make your heroes more capable in future battles, which will give you more advantages over enemies. On top of that, every unit in your army
can be level up as their experiences grow. There are tons of different upgrades that you can choose for them to make them more capable. You can even equip them with gears and weapons to make them stronger. In addition, there are also more than 30 different units for you to recruit and command. Each has its own skills and abilities, so make sure you
optimize them to your advantage. In SpellForce Heroes &amp; Magic, where different races live together, there are three major races that all want to unite the empire and place other races under their control. You can choose between orcs, humans, or Dark Elves to fight their enemies and lead them to their ultimate victory. In addition, there are 6 different
neutral races that would be either your ally or enemies. Make friends with them to gain valuable allies during battles. But if you think you just can't stand it, be sure to remove them before they could mount your enemies and be your intimidating enemies in battles. The game contains beautiful 3D graphics, with stunning scenery, detailed maps and realistic
characters. You'll feel like you're lost in a world of magical beings. In addition, the game is also very smooth as the average FPS always stay above average. This allows smooth and consistent gameplay without any delay. Powerful gunshots, metal clashes and massive explosions would take you to a real battlefield where things can drastically change in
seconds. Make sure you think quickly before enemies overrun your army. Install the APK on your device. Expand the OBB file on /Android/obb/com.hg.spellforce. Make sure that the OBB file (main.180.com.hg.spellforce.obb) is located in the Folder. Start the game again. Enjoy! For those looking for in-depth tactical games where you can do almost
everything with your empire, SpellForce Heroes &amp; Magic is undoubtedly a great name for android devices. With great stories, many exciting missions to complete, many detectable content, and many great features, it's hard to put your phone away when you're hooked up to the game. Learn more about the game yourself when you experience it on your
devices. Device.
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